Modular verification is a technique used to face the state explosion problem often encountered in the verification of properties of complex systems such as concurrent interactive systems. The modular approach is based on the observation that properties of interest often concern a rather small portion of the system. As a consequence, reduced models can be constructed which approximate the overall system behaviour thus allowing more efficient verification.
Introduction
A big challenge of current biology is understanding the principles and functioning of complex biological systems. Despite the great effort of molecular biologists investigating the functioning of cellular components and networks, we still cannot provide a detailed answer to the question "how a cell works?".
In the last decades, scientists have gathered an enormous amount of molecular level information. To uncover the principles of functioning of a biological system, just collecting data does not suffice. Actually, it is necessary to understand the functioning of parts and the way these interact in complex systems. The aim of systems biology is to build, on top of the data, the science that deals with principles of operation of biological systems. The comprehension of these principles is done by modelling and analysis exploiting mathematical means.
A typical scenario of modelling a biological system is as follows. To build a model that explains the behaviour of a real biological system, first a formalism needs to be chosen. Then a model of the system is created, simulation is performed, and the behaviour is observed. The model is validated by comparing the results with the real experiments. Simulation allows not only validation of laboratory experiments, but also prediction of behaviour under new conditions.
Depending on the considered simulation technique, simulation can give either the average system behaviour or a number of possible system behaviours. This may be insufficient when one is interested in analysing all the behaviours of a system. In these cases model checking may be of help. This technique permits the verification of properties (expressed as logical formulae) by exploring all the possible behaviours of a system. This analysis technique typically relies on a state space representation whose size, unfortunately, makes the analysis often intractable for realistic models. This is true in particular for systems of interest in systems biology (such as metabolic pathways, signalling pathways, and gene regulatory networks), which often consist of a huge number of components interacting in different ways, thus exhibiting very complex behaviours.
Many formalisms originally developed by computer scientists to model systems of interacting components have been applied to biology, also with extensions to allow more precise descriptions of the biological behaviours [2, 6, 10, 14, 35, 36] . Examples of well-established formal frameworks that can be used to model, simulate and model check descriptions of biological systems are [10, 24, 27] .
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Model checking techniques have traditionally suffered from the state explosion problem. Standard approaches to the solution of this problem are based on abstractions or similar model reduction techniques (e.g. [11] ). Moreover, the use of Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) [12] to represent the state space (symbolic model checking) often allows significantly larger model to be treated [5] .
A method for trying to avoid the state space explosion problem is to consider a decomposition of the system, and to apply a modular verification technique allowing global properties to be inferred from properties of the system components. This approach can be particularly efficient when the modelled systems consist of a high number of components, whereas properties of interest deal only with a rather small subset of them. This is often the case for properties of biological systems. Hence, for each property it would be useful to be able to isolate a minimal fragment of the model that is necessary for verifying such a property. If such a fragment can be obtained by working only on the syntax of the model, the application of a standard verification technique on the semantics of the fragment avoids the state explosion.
In previous work we developed a modular verification technique in which the system of interest is described by means of a general automata-based formalism, called sync-programs, suitable for qualitative description of a large class of biological systems [19, 20] . Sync-programs include a notion of synchronisation that enables the modelling of biological systems and support modular construction of models. The modular verification technique is based on property preservation and allows the verification of properties expressed in the temporal logic ACTL − [26] to be verified on fragments of models. In order to handle modelling and verification of more realistic biological scenarios, we have proposed a dynamic version of our formalism along with an extension of the modular verification framework [18] .
The long-term aim of our research is the development of an efficient modular verification framework specifically designed for biochemical pathways, and of a pathway analysis tool based on such a framework. At the first stages of the development of the modular verification framework we faced some problems the solution of which required the definition of concepts related to the formal modelling of biochemical pathways that we believe could be interesting not only in the context of modular verification. In particular, we defined a notion of fairness for biochemical pathways and a notion of molecular component of a pathway. The former is a well-known concept in concurrency theory that could be useful to describe more accurately the 78 P. Drábik, A. Maggiolo-Schettini, P. Milazzo, G. Pardini dynamics of a pathway (in a qualitative framework). The latter is a notion relating species involved in the same pathway such that two species are considered to be part of the same molecular component if they can be seen as different states of the same molecule. As far as we know, the adoption of a notion of fairness in the context of biology is new. On the other hand, the notion of molecular component has been often implicitly used (for instance in the modelling of biological systems by means of automata), but now we provide new insight on this notion.
In this paper we report preliminary results obtained during the development of the modular verification framework. Modular verification requires either adopting a modular notation for pathway modelling or finding a way to decompose a pathway, simply expressed as a set of biochemical reactions, into a number of modules. The approach that we choose to follow is in between these two alternatives. Actually, we assume the pathway to be expressed as a set of reactions in a "normal-form" satisfying some modularisation requirements, and then we define a modularisation procedure that allows modules to be inferred from reactions. In a recent paper [33] we have also defined a semi-automatic algorithm that allows any pathway to be transformed into normal-form. Hence, such an algorithm would allow our modular verification approach to be applied to any pathway.
Modules inferred from reactions will be molecular components, hence our modularisation procedure will allow us to consider a pathway not only as a set of reactions, but also as a set of entities interacting with each other (through reactions) and consequently changing state.
Once the molecular components of a pathway are identified, we can use them to decompose the verification of a global pathway property into the verification of a number of sub-properties related with groups of components. To this aim we define a projection operation that allows a model fragment describing the behaviour of a group of components to be obtained from a model describing the whole pathway. Such a projection operation is actually an abstraction function, since the behaviour of the group of components will be over-approximated (i.e. the model will include behaviours that are not present in the model of the whole pathway). By considering a suitable temporal logic for the specification of properties (namely ACTL − , a fragment of the CTL logic consisting only of universally quantified formulae) we can prove that properties holding in model fragments obtained by projection also hold in the complete model of the pathway.
Nothing can be said of properties that do not hold in a model fragment.
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They might be false in the model fragment since they were also false in the original model, or they can be false in the model fragment because some behaviours added by the projection operation violates them when they were true in the original model. In case a property turns out to be false in a model fragment obtained by projection, it is sometimes possible to assess whether the property really does not hold in the original model by verifying some stronger negative property. We will show some examples of this approach. In order to verify properties of complete pathway models or of model fragments it is possible to translate them into the input language of an existing model checking tool. Specifically, we use the NuSMV model checker [9] , which is a well-established and efficient instrument.
We demonstrate the modular verification approach on the model of the EGF receptor-induced MAP kinase cascade by Schoeberl et al. [37] and we discuss how we plan to continue the development of the approach to improve its efficiency.
Related Work
This paper is a revised extended version of [22] . The main improvement with respect to the previous version is a careful revision of the formal definition of the modular verification framework. In particular, we have revised the formal definition of the semantics both at the concrete (complete models) and abstract (projections) levels. Such a revision was aimed at avoiding unnecessary transitions as much as possible, and hence at reducing as much as possible the approximation in the abstract semantics. In addition, in order to improve presentation of concepts we changed the structure of the paper and added a number of examples. Finally, we included this section in which our approach is compared with related work.
In [32] a reduction methodology for logical models of regulatory networks is proposed. The logical formalism is a framework that allows regulatory networks to be described as graphs where nodes are genes and arcs are interactions between genes (promotion/inhibition). The behaviour of a network can then be described as a state transition graph in which states describe the expression level of each modelled gene and transitions describe a changes in such expression levels due to interactions. The proposed reduction methodology essentially consist in iteratively removing individual nodes by defining bypass interactions from the regulators to the targets of each of them. The logical formalism has also been translated into Petri nets in [8] . The translation encodes a node of a graph as a pair of places in the net, gene 80 P. Drábik, A. Maggiolo-Schettini, P. Milazzo, G. Pardini interactions as net transitions and the expression level of the genes as the marking of the net. Model reductions are defined also at the net level and are aimed at removing unnecessary transitions.
Our modular verification framework is partially related with the approach based on logical modelling. Both approaches are based on formal qualitative discrete models of biological networks, and both aims at verifying behavioural properties. The approaches in [32, 8] , however, are specific for gene regulatory networks, whereas our approach is more general since it aims at describing also reactions occurring between proteins, usually in the context of metabolic and signalling pathways. Moreover, both approaches face the problem of model reduction. The reduction approach we follow is similar, in principle, to the one in [32] . Namely, in both cases we have a model that is reduced by somehow removing parts of it describing some biological entities. However, the fact that the logical framework is specifically designed for regulatory networks makes the operation easier in that case (it suffices to remove one node from a graph and adapt the involved edges). In the case of our modular verification framework, removing parts from the model is more complex since the described biological entities (e.g. proteins) usually have a much more complex behaviour than genes (as they are seen in regulatory networks).
In [16, 17] biological networks are described and analysed by means of a discrete theoretical framework in which biological entities are modelled as agents that can change state depending on states of the other agents. The framework can be used to study different kinds of properties (asymptotic dynamics, causality properties, etc...) of different kinds of biological networks. In particular, in [17] modularity of interaction networks is considered by studying the conditions for module formation and by characterising the relations between the global behaviour of a network and the local behaviours of its components. The approach in [17] has aims similar to the ones of our approach. However, [17] focuses on asymptotic dynamics of networks, whereas our approach deals with behavioural properties expressed as modal logic formulae. Moreover, the nature of module in [17] is different from that of molecular component in our framework since the former is essentially a portion of the network, whereas the latter is the representation of an individual biological entity.
In [3] conditions are investigated for the preservation of the behaviour of a regulatory network when it is embedded into a larger network. Hence, when such conditions are proved for a subnetwork of a larger regulatory
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network we obtain that any property of the subnetwork can be verified on the subnetwork model rather than on the (larger) model of the whole regulatory network. This makes the approach in [3] related with ours. However, our approach is more general for two reasons: (i) it is not specific for regulatory networks, and (ii) it is not limited to the cases of components (similar to subnetworks) whose behaviour is completely independent from the rest of the system. What really matters in our case is that only the properties to be verified (and not the whole component behaviour) does not depend on the behaviour of the rest of the system. Feret et al. [13, 25] developed a reduction technique for pathway models based on an abstraction technique that groups together (fragments of) species representing different configurations of the same molecular complexes the behaviour of which is the same. Such an approach can significantly reduce the size of models by avoiding the combinatorial blow up of species. The approach proposed by Feret et al. is completely different from ours so that in principle it might be possible to combine the two approaches.
Modelling Notation for Biochemical Pathways
In biochemistry, metabolic pathways are networks of biochemical reactions occurring within a cell. The reactions are connected by their intermediates: products of one reaction are substrates for subsequent reactions. Reactions are influenced by catalysts and inhibitors, which are molecules (proteins) which can stimulate and block the occurrence of reactions, respectively. For the sake of simplicity we do not consider inhibitors in this paper, although they could be easily dealt with.
Given a set of species S, let us assume biochemical reactions constituting a pathway to have the following form:
where r j , p j and c j , for suitable values of j, are all in S. We have that r j s are reactants, p j s are products and c j s are catalysts of the considered reaction. Given a reaction R we define re(R) = {r 1 , . . . , r n }, pro(R) = {p 1 , . . . , p n }, and cat(R) = {c 1 , . . . , c m }. We denote the set of species involved in reaction R as species(R) = re(R) ∪ pro(R) ∪ cat(R). The set of all reactions over a given set of species S is denoted by reactions(S). Finally, a pathway is a set of reactions, P = {R 1 , . . . , R N } ⊆ reactions(S). Given a pathway P , we can infer the set of species involved in it as species(P ) = R∈P species(R). Note that, in the present paper, we use sets rather than multisets in reactions. This is done since, as discussed in the next section, we choose to describe pathways at a very high level of abstraction. Moreover, using sets allows us to simplify the presentation of our approach. Note that all of the concepts we will define could be defined by using multisets in place of simple sets and the results would hold even in such a case.
Semantics
In general, the dynamics of a pathway can be described at several different levels of abstraction. The most precise level consists of a quantitative description in which quantities (or concentrations) of species are taken into account, as well as reaction rates in either a deterministic or a stochastic framework. At a more abstract level reaction rates can be ignored. Ultimately, also quantities of species can be ignored by considering only their presence (or absence) in the considered biochemical solution. The less abstract description level is obviously the most precise, but also the most difficult to treat with formal analysis techniques. The more abstract levels are more suitable for the application of formal analysis techniques and are often precise enough to provide useful information on the role of the species and of the reactions involved in the pathway. We choose to adopt the most abstract description level, and hence we define a qualitative formal semantics of pathways in which species can only be either present or absent. This is a rather common choice, done for instance also in [15, 4] .
Starting from the initial state representing a biochemical solution, the dynamics of the pathway is driven by the reactions. The occurrence of a reaction may cause the appearance of some new species in the biochemical solution. In this paper, we choose to interpret the effect of a reaction depending on whether it is catalysed or not. In particular, the application of a reaction always creates the products, but we choose reactants to be consumed only by catalysed reactions. In other words, a reaction without catalysts creates the products but does not consume the reactants, while a reaction with catalysts creates the products and consumes the reactants. We choose this interpretation since non-catalysed reactions usually reach a steady-state of dynamic equilibrium in which both reactants and products are present in the biochemical solution. On the other hand, a reaction favoured by catalysts usually tends to be performed as long as there are reactants. A consequence of this assumption is that a reversible reaction in which both directions are catalysed, which frequently occurs in biological Modular Verification of Qualitative Pathway Models with Fairness 83 pathways, oscillates between two states. This is realistic in some cases, such as in the case of oscillatory behaviours, but not always. We leave a more detailed treatment of this aspect as future work. Technically, the semantics is formalised as Labelled Transition System (LTS), where each state corresponds to a set of species, and transitions are labelled by the reaction which is applied. Formally, an LTS is a tuple (S, Σ, →), where S is the set of states, Σ is the set of labels, and →⊆ S ×Σ×S is the transition relation.
Definition 1 (Semantics). Let P = {R 1 , . . . , R n } be a pathway, and let / ∈ P . The semantics of P is defined as the LTS (P(species(P )), P ∪{ }, →), where → is the least transition relation satisfying the inference rules of Figure 1 .
Rules (no-cat) and (cat) formalise the dynamics of reactions in the absence and presence of catalysts, respectively. As regards non-catalysed reactions, they are applicable only if the reactants are present, and some products is missing. In this manner, since the resulting state is obtained from the starting state by adding the products, the application of reactions which would not change the state of the system are omitted. On the other hand, in order for a catalysed reaction to occur, all of its reactants and catalysts are required to be present. The resulting state is obtained by first removing the reactants (which are thus consumed) and then adding the products. Similarly to the previous case, only transitions causing a state change are considered, as ensured by condition re(R) pro(R) ∨ pro(R) s. Alternative combinations of catalysts that may enable the reaction should be modelled as different reactions having the same reactants and products. In 84 P. Drábik, A. Maggiolo-Schettini, P. Milazzo, G. Pardini general, excluding transitions which do not change the state of the system is convenient for the verification as the size of the transition system is smaller but the set of properties that hold stays the same.
Finally, rule (deadlock) provides each state in which no reaction is enabled (denoted R − → ) with a self-looping transition with empty label, denoted . This rule was not present in [22] , and its aim is simply to turn every finite path into an equivalent infinite one in order to simplify the definition of the modular verification methodology.
In the following, we denote the semantic function as LTS , namely LTS (P ) = (P(species(P )), P ∪ { }, →), for some pathway P . A path in LTS (P ) is an infinite sequence π = s 0 , R 0 , s 1 , R 1 , s 2 , . . . where for all i ≥ 0,
Example 1. Let P be a pathway consisting of the following reactions:
The fragment of LT S(P ) rooted at Figure 2 . Note that no transition for reaction R 3 is present, since all states in which its reactants are present there are also its products (e.g. state s 1 ).
Fairness
In order to describe the behaviour of a pathway more accurately we consider a notion of fairness. We motivate it by considering a quantitative system consisting of four reactions A
and k 4 are the reaction rates. By performing the qualitative abstraction, we get a pathway containing reactions R 1 = A → B {D} and R 2 = B → A {D}, R 3 = A → C {D} and R 4 = C → A {D}, whose semantics as defined above includes behaviours such as the one where R 3 never occurs. Such a behaviour is a qualitative abstraction which is not correct, since the standard quantitative dynamics ruled by the law of mass action would imply that both R 1 and R 3 occur with a frequency proportional to their kinetic rates. Actually, in a stochastic
where P is as defined in Example 1. Set denotations (brackets and commas) are omitted in state representations, whereas each state is associated with a short name setting both R 1 and R 3 would occur infinitely often with probability 1. A correct qualitative abstraction of our system should therefore only include paths in which both R 1 and R 3 occur infinitely many times.
A concept from concurrency theory that allows to specify the correct behaviour is fairness, which stipulates that reactions should compete in a fair manner. We consider the well-known notion of strong fairness [23] , also called compassion, which requires that if a reaction is enabled (ready to occur) infinitely many times, then it will occur infinitely many times.
Technically, fairness is specified by a linear temporal logic [34] (LTL) formula. For this reason, we briefly recall such a logic, instantiated to our setting, before formally defining fairness. In particular, we consider a variant of the LTL with action-specific next modality X R , where R is a transition label, corresponding to a reaction in our setting. Given a finite set species S (c.f.r. atomic propositions from canonical definition), the syntax of LTL formulae is given by f ::= s | ¬f | f ∨ g | X g | X R g | f U g, where f, g are meta-variables denoting LTL formulae, s ∈ S, and R is a reaction. Given a pathway P , let us consider a Labelled Transition System LT S with states P(species(P )) and labels P ∪ { }; the satisfaction relation LT L of an LTL formula f with respect to a path π ∈ LT S, denoted π LT L f , is defined in Figure 3 . Additional logical operators can be defined, true = s ∨ ¬s, false = ¬true, f ∧ g = ¬(¬f ∨ ¬g) and f → g = ¬f ∨ g. Moreover, additional temporal operators eventually F g = true U g, and globally G g = ¬F ¬g, are usually defined.
Definition 2 (Fairness). Let P be a pathway. A path π in LT S(P ) is fair
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iff it satisfies the following LTL formula:
where
The definition of fairness requires each reaction which is enabled infinitely often in the path (GF enabled (R)) to also occur infinitely often (GF occurs(R)). This prevents a component which can progress indefinitely to block the application of reactions belonging to other components.
Given a reaction R, formula occurs(R) is satisfiable only if there is a transition exiting from the state labelled by R, denoting the application of such a reaction. As regards formula enabled (R), according to the format of the reaction R (i.e. either catalysed or non-catalysed) it is satisfiable only if the reaction is applicable in the state. First case deals with catalysed reactions for which there is at least one reactant which is not also a product. In this case, the reaction is enabled if both reactants and catalysts are present, irregardless of the products already present in the state (since the state is modified by removing the reactants). The second case deals with both cases in which either the reaction is not catalysed, or it is catalysed and reactants are a subset of the products; in both cases, apart reactants and catalysts which need to be present, there must also be at least one product missing.
Example 2. Let P be the pathway defined in Example 1, and LT S(P ) be its semantics. According to the definition of fairness, the following path is fair:
On the other hand, the following path in which the system loops between states s s 1 and s s 1 is not fair:
Indeed, in π 2 reaction R 2 is infinitely often enabled (every time the system is in state s 2 ) but it occurs only once. In other words reaction R 6 , that competes with R 2 for application in s 2 , always wins the competition thus causing starvation of R 2 .
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Identification of Molecular Components
The approach to modular verification of pathways that we propose is built upon the concept of molecular component. The main observation is that pathways are usually composed of a few basic biological entities which interact; for example, a protein can be involved in a series of transformations, starting from its initial synthesised form, which can then be activated and later become part of different complexes.
A typical aspect of a biochemical pathway is that the process described involves mainly a few chains of reactions, in which the occurrence of a reaction produces some intermediate molecule which is then transformed subsequently by other reactions. Intuitively, this allows us to regard the intermediate molecular species which appear in the pathway as different "states" or "configurations" of the same initial biological entity, and thus the reactions as a synchronised state change of a set of such basic entities. According to this view, in the modelling of biochemical pathways we can consider a notion of molecular component [22, 21] that is the formal counterpart of the notion of biological entity. A molecular component thus groups together all the species mentioned in the model which correspond to different states of the same biological entity.
In the previous section we have introduced the syntax of the modelling formalism of biochemical pathways, in which a reaction is allowed to have a different number of reactants and products. In order to identify the components of a pathway, we assume that each reaction has the same number of reactants and products. Moreover, we assume a positional correspondence between the reactants and the products, in particular we assume that product p j is the result of the transformation of reactant r j by the reaction.
The idea behind this assumption on the form of reactions is that reactions of cellular pathways very often represent bindings (and unbindings) of well-defined macromolecules, such as proteins and genes, to form (or to break) complexes either with other macromolecules or with small molecules such as ions and nutrients. Also conformational changes are common, in which a protein (or a complex constituted by a few proteins) changes its own "state". If we consider a complex not as a single species, but as a set of species, one for each molecule involved in it, we have that all of the mentioned kinds of reaction turn out to have as many product as reactants.
In general, pathways are not expressed using this kind of "normal-form" reactions, with positional correspondence between reactants and products. We argue that, under conditions often found in practice, a pathway can be
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Models with Fairness 89 rewritten in normal form by making explicit the molecular species involved in each reaction, thus allowing its decomposition into components. The aspect of translating a generic pathway model into a normal-form pathway, has been addressed in [33] , in which we proposed a semi-automatic algorithm for component identification in SBML pathway models. In [30] the algorithm has been tested on a vast array of real pathway models expressed by using the SBML notation [28] , namely on all of the 436 models available in the BioModels database [29] under the category "curated models". The results of the test showed that in most cases the algorithm has been able to transform the pathways into normal form (and also to infer molecular components) in a fully automatic way.
Example 3. Let P be the pathway defined in Example 1. The corresponding pathway in "normal-form" P consists of the following reactions:
where species C representing the complex obtained by the binding of P 1 with P 2 has been replaced by the two species C P 1 and C P 2 representing the bound states of P 1 and P 2 , respectively. Similarly, complex D has been replaced 
Component Inference from Normal-Form Pathways
We present an algorithm that given a pathway P infers the components appearing in it, by returning a partition of the species into sets, each corresponding to a different component. We assume that the pathway P consists of normal-form reactions r 1 , . . . , r n → p 1 , . . . , p n {c 1 , . . . , c m } in which there is a one-to-one correspondence between reactants and products.
We illustrate the intuitive idea on an example. Each reaction can be seen as a synchronisation of components. For example reaction r 1 , r 2 → p 1 , p 2 {c} can be interpreted as a synchronisation of three components: one that changes its state from r 1 into p 1 , another component that changes its state from r 2 into p 2 , and a component which participates passively and stays in a state c. Since we suppose that only one reaction takes place at a time in the whole system, the states of all the components do not change other than Algorithm 1 Algorithm to partition species into different components Let map : S → Z be a total injective mapping for all R in P do let R = r 1 , . . . , r n → p 1 , . . . , p n {c 1 , . . . , c m } for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n} do
The algorithm to infer components from a normal-form pathway is given in Algorithm 1. It assumes an infinite set of component names Z. Initially, each species is assumed to belong to a different component, then the algorithm refines this assumption by iterating over the reactions constituting P . For each reaction in the pathway, the algorithm updates the mapping by unifying the species assigned to the i-th reactant with the i-th product, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. The result of the algorithm is a mapping map assigning each species to its component.
In the following, we denote by comp(P ) the set of components of a given pathway P ; formally, it is defined as the image of mapping map. Using the same notation, we denote by comp(R) = comp({R}) the components of a given reaction R.
Example 4. Let P be the pathway defined in Example 3. The set of components comp(P ) computed by the algorithm is as follows:
Six components are inferred from reactions. Each component is the set of states of a different entity involved in the pathway.
A component interaction graph can be drawn which visualises the components of a pathway and their interactions. It is a directed graph in which vertices are system components (elements of comp(P )) and edges connect Modular Verification of Qualitative Pathway Models with Fairness 91
components that are involved together in a reaction. If two components are both involved as reactants (and consequently products), the edge connecting them will not be oriented. If one of the two is involved as reactant and the other as catalyst, then the edge will start from the vertex representing the latter to the vertex representing the former. There is no edge between vertices representing components involved in the same reactions only as catalysts. An example of component interaction graph will be shown in Section 5.3.
Modular Verification
In this section we define a modular verification technique for pathway models.
We proceed by defining the projection of a pathway with the help of the identified components. Such a projection can be seen as an abstraction, giving rise to abstract pathways. We prove that a successful verification of a property in the abstraction implies its truth in the original model.
Abstract Pathways: Syntax, Semantics and Fairness
We are interested in analysing only a portion of the entire pathway, in particular a portion induced by only a subset of all components. Let I = comp(P ) and J ⊆ I, we define the projection of a pathway P onto J as the abstract pathway P J. In the following, by abusing the notation, we assume function species to be also defined on sets of components J as species(J) = x∈J species(x). Moreover, we denote as u J the projection of a set of species u over a set of components J, which is formally defined as u J = u ∩ species(J).
Definition 3. Let P be a pathway. The abstract pathway P J, obtained by abstracting w.r.t. a set of components J ⊆ comp(P ), is defined as P J = (P R c , P R nc , AR c , AR nc ), where:
An abstract pathway consists of four sets of reactions, namely P R c , P R nc , AR c , AR nc . If we consider sets P R = P R c ∪ P R nc and AR = AR c ∪ AR nc , then reactions are distinguished between unmodified reactions in P R, and abstract reactions in AR. In particular, P R contains reactions which deal only with components inside J, while AR contains projections of reactions that influence components both inside and outside J. On the other hand, reactions which affect only components outside of J are excluded from the abstract pathway.
Moreover, both sets of reactions P R and AR are further classified between catalysed reactions (P R c and AR c ) and non-catalysed reactions (P R nc and AR nc ). Note that reactions are classified as catalysed/noncatalysed according to their form in the original pathway, rather than their resulting form in the abstract pathway. This aspect is actually important only for reactions in AR, where projecting a catalysed reaction R over J may cause its abstract version to have an empty set of catalysts if catalysts are only from components not in J.
Example 5. Let P be the pathway defined in Example 3, and let J be the following subset of comp(P ):
The projection of P onto J, P J, is given by the following sets of reactions:
where reactions are defined as follows:
Note that: (i) reaction R 4 has no corresponding reaction in P J; (ii) although reactions R 6 does not include any catalyst, it is in AR c since the corresponding reaction R 6 in P included one catalyst. Definition 4 (Abstract semantics). Let P α = (P R c , P R nc , AR c , AR nc ) be an abstract pathway, and P α = P R c ∪ P R nc ∪ AR c ∪ AR nc . The abstract semantics of P α is defined as the LTS (P(species(P α )), P α ∪ { }, → α ), where → α is the least transition relation satisfying the inference rules of Figure 4 .
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In the following, the abstract semantic function is denoted LT S α , i.e. LT S α (P α ) = (P(species(P α )), P α ∪ { }, → α ). Note that a pathway is essentially a special case of abstract pathway, since the semantics of P is equivalent (isomorphic) to that of P comp(P ). Rules (no-cat), (cat), and (deadlock) are analogous to the rules with the same name from semantics of Definition 1. Note that rule (no-cat) deals with the application of non-catalysed reactions from the sets P R nc and AR nc , rule (cat) deals with catalysed reactions from P R c and AR c , and rule (deadlock) considers any reaction in P R ∪ AR. The abstract semantics also provides rule (self-loop) which allows deriving a self-loop transition for projected reactions in AR. The purpose of this transition is to model the case in which a projected reaction R J is applicable in the abstract state s (i.e. both projected reactants re(R) J and projected catalysts cat(R) J are present in s), but for which the corresponding unprojected reaction would not be applicable in the original state because some reactant/catalysts from unobservable components are missing.
Example 6. Let P J be as in Example 5. The fragment of the abstract
Figure 5: Representation of LT S α (P J) rooted at s 0 = {P 1 , M 2 , E 1 }, where P J is as defined in Example 5. Set denotations (brackets and commas) are omitted in state representations, whereas each state is associated with a short name s i , where i is as in Figure 2 .
semantics of P J, denoted LT S α (P J), rooted at {P 1 , M 2 , E 1 } is shown in Figure 5 .
With respect to the semantics of the original pathway P (see Figure 2 ) the abstract semantics there are less states. In the abstract semantics, however, there are a few more transitions with label than in the semantics of P . These are in states s 0 , s 1 , s 2 , s 3 , s 9 and s 10 . In those states there are enabled reactions from either AR c or AR nc (e.g. reaction R 1 ) that have been modified by projection and hence depend by some component not in J that in principle may be blocked in a state that never allows these reactions to occur. The transition models such a situation.
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Abstract fairness
In the case of abstract pathways fairness constraints can be applied only to reactions in P R. In fact, note that, given the state s, each applicable reaction in AR allows deriving two transitions: (i) s R − → α s (using either rules (cat)/(no-cat), for some s ) describing the application of the reaction, and (ii) s − → α s, (using rule (self-loop)) describing the non-application of the reaction. Since each applicable reaction in AR allows deriving these two transitions, it might happen that one of the two is always preferred, capturing the situation in which the corresponding unprojected reaction is either always enabled or always disabled. In other words, this describes the case in which some reactants or catalysts from components which have been projected out are not present in the original state.
The formal definition of abstract fairness, which follows, is analogous to Definition 2. As we have anticipated, the only difference is that it deals only with unmodified reactions included in P R.
Definition 5 (Abstract fairness). Let P α = (P R c , P R nc , AR c , AR nc ) be an abstract pathway. A path π in LT S α (P α ) is fair iff it satisfies the following LTL formula:
occurs(R) = X R true.
Example 7. Let us consider the semantics of P J described in Example 6 and shown in Figure 5 . According to the definition of abstract fairness we have that the following paths are fair: Paths π 1 and π 3 are analogous to paths π 1 and π 2 in Example 2. Path π 2 is fair since both reactions enabled in s 3 are not subject to the fairness condition since they are in AR. Finally, path π 4 is not fair since reaction R 2 , that is enabled in s 2 , is in P R, and hence the fairness condition applies to it.
Logic for Specifying Properties
Properties of pathways are specified in temporal logic with species as atomic propositions. The logic we consider is a fragment of the Computation Tree Logic CTL. Following Attie and Emerson [1] , we assume the logic ACTL − for specification of properties. ACTL is the "universal fragment" of CTL which results from CTL by restricting negation to propositions and eliminating the existential path quantifier and ACTL − is ACTL without the AX modality.
Definition 6. The syntax of ACTL − is defined inductively as follows:
• The constants true and false are formulae. s and ¬s are formulae for any atomic proposition s, where the set of atomic propositions AP are the set of all species S.
• If f, g are formulae, then so are f ∧ g and f ∨ g.
• If f, g are formulae, then so are A[f U g] and A[f U w g].
Given a set of components J, we define the logic ACTL − J to be ACTL − where the atomic propositions are drawn from AP J = species(J). We define the following abbreviations in ACTL
Properties expressible by ACTL − formulae represent a significant class of properties investigated in the systems biology literature as identified in [31] , such as properties concerning exclusion ("It is not possible for a state s to occur"), necessary consequence ("If a state s 1 occurs, then it is necessarily followed by a state s 2 "), and necessary persistence ("A state s must persist indefinitely"). On the other hand, properties as occurrence, possible consequence, sequence and possible persistence are of inherently existential nature, and are not expressible in ACTL − .
We define the semantics of ACTL − formulae on a generic labelled transition system LT S, where each state corresponds to a subset of the possible species S, and transitions are labelled by reactions. This requires
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Definition 7.
Let LT S = (P(S), P, →) be an LTS, with S being a finite set of species and P ⊆ reactions(S), and φ an LTL formula specifying the fairness constraint. The satisfaction relation φ is inductively defined as in Figure 6 .
Example 8. Let us consider LT S α (P J) as in Example 6 with initial state s 0 . It holds LT S α (P J), s 0 φ AF (P * 1 ∧ ¬M 2 ) since every fair path terminates with a loop in either s 3 , s 10 , or s 15 , and in all of these states (P * 1 ∧ ¬M 2 ) holds. By the theorem to be proved in the next section we have that property AF (P * 1 ∧ ¬M 2 ) also holds in P from Example 3. Consequently, the property also holds in the original pathway P defined in Example 1. 
Modular Verification Theorems
Now we prove that in order to verify an ACTL − J property for a pathway P and a set of components J, it is enough to verify the same property in the abstract semantics of the abstract pathway P J. The principle behind property preservation is that each path in the semantics of the modelled pathway must have a corresponding abstract path in the abstract semantics of a model obtained by projection. This, combined with the fact that ACTL − properties are universally quantified (namely describe properties that have to be satisfied by all paths) ensures that if an ACTL − property holds in the abstract semantics of the projection, then it will also hold in the semantics of the original model. In fact, for the components considered in a projection the semantics of the original model will contain essentially a subset of the paths of the projected model.
First we define the path projection, which from a path in semantics of a pathway with the set of components I removes transitions made by components outside of portion J ⊆ I and restricts the rest of transitions onto J.
where (s, ) ∞ denotes the path such that (s, ) ∞ = s, , (s, ) ∞ , and s J = s ∩ species(J).
Now we are in the position to present the crucial result, which states that a fair path in the semantics of a pathway P is projected into an abstract fair path in the abstract semantics of the abstract pathway P J. It is split into four lemmas. Lemma 1 states that if there exists a transition in the semantics of P describing the occurrence of a reaction that changes the portion of the state specified by J, then a corresponding transition exists in the abstract semantics of P J. Lemma 2 considers fair paths in the semantics of a pathway and states that, if from a certain point onwards the portion of the state induced by J never changes, then there is a corresponding transition labelled by in the abstract semantics. Lemmas 1 and 2 are used to prove Lemma 3, which shows that, given a fair path π in the semantics, its projection π J according to Definition 8 is a path in the abstract semantics 2. The case comp(R) ∩ J = ∅ cannot occur, since it would imply that pro(R) J = ∅, which is absurd since pro(R) J s J.
Case (cat). Let us assume transition s R − → (s\re(R)) ∪ pro(R) can be derived by using rule (cat), with s J = ((s\re(R)) ∪ pro(R)) J. Similarly to the previous case, premises of the rule imply both re(R J) ⊆ s J and
Finally, we consider the different forms of reaction R. The case comp(R) ∩ J = ∅ cannot occur, since it would imply both re(R) J = ∅ and pro(R) J = ∅, which is absurd since we assumed that either re(R) J pro(R) J or pro(R) J s J.
Proof. Let k ≥ 0 be such that ∀i ≥ k. s i J = s i+1 J. We distinguish three possible cases, according to the form of the path π, as detailed in the following.
Case ∀i ≥ k. R i = . This implies that ∀R. s i R − →. As regards the abstract pathway, no reaction in R ∈ P R c ∪ P R nc is applicable in s i J, otherwise transition s i R − → s , for some s , could be derived, contradicting the hypothesis.
Therefore, if there is at least one abstract reaction R J ∈ AR c ∪ AR nc applicable in s i J (i.e. a transition using either rule (no-cat)/(cat) for R J can be derived) then a corresponding transition s i J − → α s i J can be also derived by using rule (self-loop). On the other hand, if no abstract reaction R J ∈ AR c ∪ AR nc is applicable in s i J, then transition s i J − → α s i J can be derived by using rule (deadlock).
Case ∀i ≥ k. R i = . Reactions R i , ∀i ≥ k, cannot be used to derive transitions in the semantics of the abstract pathway since they do not change s i J. Let us suppose there exists a reaction R J ∈ AR c ∪ AR nc which is applicable in state s k J, i.e. s k J R J −−→ α s for some s = s k J, using either rule (no-cat)/(cat). Therefore rule (self-loop) can also be applied, allowing transition s k J − → α s k J to be derived. On the other hand, let us assume that no reaction R J ∈ AR c ∪ AR nc is applicable in state s k J, therefore rule (self-loop) cannot be applied. Let us suppose, by absurd, that also rule (deadlock) cannot be applied, namely
Because reaction R is the same as in the original pathway, this also entails that ∀i ≥ k. ∃s . s i R − → s , namely reaction R is enabled infinitely often in path π. According to the fairness constraint, such a reaction R need to occur in the path, i.e. there must exist h ≥ k such that s h R − → s h+1 with s h = s h+1 . Because R ∈ P R c ∪ P R nc , this implies that s h J = s h+1 J, which is a contradiction since we assumed that ∀i ≥ k.
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that, by definition of semantics of pathways, it is not possible to have a transition with label R, for some reaction R, after a transition with label . The first case can be applied to subpath π starting from s h , i.e. π = s h , s h+1 , . . .. This implies that s h J − → α s h J, and thus R 1 , s 2 , . . .. The proof is by cases on the definition of path projection π J from Definition 8.
Case ∀i ≥ 0. s i J = s i+1 J. According to Lemma 2, transition
Case ∃k ≥ 0.
; according to the semantics, condition s k J = s k+1 implies that R k = . Therefore, it follows from Lemma 1 that
Let us assume that π k+1 J ∈ LTS α (P J). It is easy to see that, according to Definition 8, the starting state of π k+1 J is s k+1 J. Therefore, π J ∈ LTS α (P J).
Proof. Suppose that π LT L Φ, i.e. π LT L R∈P (GF enabled(R)) → (GF occurs(R)). Let P J = (P R c , P R nc , AR c , AR nc ). We want to prove that π J LT L Φ α , that is π J LT L R∈P Rc∪P Rnc (GF enabled(R)) → (GF occurs(R)). It is easy to see that, for any reaction R from P R c ∪ P R nc , it holds that, for all i ≥ 0:
The proof is concluded by noting that, since π i is a suffix of π, then, by Definition 8, π i J is a suffix of π J.
We conclude this section with the property preservation theorem, which states that a successful verification of a property in the abstraction implies its truth in the original model. Theorem 1. For a pathway P , J ⊆ comp(P ), and f an ACTL − J formula we have LTS α (P J), s J Φα f implies LTS (P ), s Φ f .
Proof. By induction on the structure of f . f = s. By definition of state projection, since s ∈ species(J), then s ∈ s J iff s ∈ s, i.e. LTS α (P J), s J Φα s iff LTS (P ), s Φ s. Analogously for f = ¬s.
. Given a fair path π in LTS (P ) starting from s, according to Lemmas 3 and 4 it holds that π J is a fair path in LTS α (P J). By definition of path projection, π J starts from s J. Since LTS α (P J), s J Φα f , it holds LTS α (P J), π J Φα g U h. As a consequence, π J = s 0 , R 0 , s 1 , R 1 , . . . and ∃k ≥ 0. LTS α (P J), s k Φα h and ∀0 ≤ j < k. LTS α (P J), s j Φα g. By definition of path projection, π = s 0 , R 0 , s 1 , R 1 , . . ., and there exists
Given a fair path π in LTS (P ) starting from s, according to Lemmas 3 and 4 it holds that π J is a fair path in LTS α (P J). By definition of path projection, π J starts from s J. Since LTS α (P J), s J Φα f , it holds LTS α (P J), π J Φα g U w h. This implies that either LTS α (P J), π J Φα g U h or LTS α (P J), π J Φα G g. In the first case the proof is the same as for f = A[g U h]. In the second case we have that π J = s 0 , R 0 , s 1 , R 1 , . . . and ∀k ≥ 0. LTS α (P J), s k Φα g. By definition of path projection, π = s 0 , R 0 , s 1 , R 1 , . . ., and ∀k ≥ 0. ∃k ≥ 0. s k J = s k . Therefore, LTS (P ), π Φ G g and hence LTS (P ), s Φ f .
Modelling the EGF Receptor-Induced MAP Kinase Cascade
We apply our modular verification approach to a well-established computational model of the EGF signalling pathway. We consider the model of the MAP kinase cascade activated by surface and internalised EGF receptors, proposed by Schoeberl et al. in [37] . This model includes a detailed description of the reactions that involve active EGF receptors and several effectors named GAP, ShC, SOS, Grb2, RasGDP/GTP and Raf. Moreover, the model describes the activity of internalised receptors, namely receptors that are no longer located on the cell membrane, but on a vesicle obtained by endocytosis and floating in the cytoplasm. Such internalised receptors continue to interact with effectors and to contribute to the pathway functioning, but actually the pathway can be seen as composed by two almost identical
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branches: the first consisting of the reactions stimulated by receptors on the cell membrane and the second consisting of reactions stimulated by internalised receptors. A diagram representing all of the reactions of the pathway considered in the model is shown in Figure 7 . In the figure, each species is identified by a short name, and also by a number (in black) in the interval [1 − 87] . The number of species which occur more than once is shown only for one of their occurrences. Arrows represent reactions, which are also associated with an identifier (in grey), for a total of 102 reactions. The two branches of the pathway are partially combined in the figure. In particular, the representation of most of the species is combined with the representation of its internalised counterpart. In such cases, the number between brackets identifies the internalised species. The same holds for reactions: in many cases an arrow denotes both a reaction stimulated by receptors in the cell membrane and the corresponding reaction stimulated by internalised receptors.
The set of reactions constituting the pathway can be trivially reconstructed from the diagram in Figure 7 . The only non-trivial aspect is related with the presence in the diagram of some reactions in which one reactants is actually acting as a catalyst. For instance, this happens in the case of the reactions involving Raf * and MEK, in which Raf * initially binds MEK and then releases it phosphorylated. We describe these two reactions in the diagram with the following single catalysed reaction:
Other species acting as catalysts are MEK-PP, Phosphatase1, Phosphatase2 and Phosphatase3. By applying the same transformation also to the reactions they are involved in we obtain a pathway constituted by 80 reactions, which constitutes the starting point for the application of the techniques presented in the paper. We call this pathway P EGF .
We recall that fairness requires that a reaction that is infinitely often enabled is also infinitely often performed. This prevents starvation situations to happen among reactions. In the case of P EGF the two branches of the pathway include reactions that could be involved in infinite loops (e.g. the reactions involving MEK and ERK). This means that the semantics of the pathway includes behaviours in which only one branch executes forever even if the other is constantly enabled. Such unrealistic behaviours are excluded by the adoption of fairness. 
Initial State
We adopt a semi-automatic heuristic procedure to find an initial state of the pathway. The idea is the following: for each species s in species(P ), if there is no reaction creating it (i.e. if s ∈ R∈P pro(R)) then in the initial state s is present. This means that species that cannot be produced are assumed to be present in the initial state. Otherwise their presence in the model would not be meaningful. Subsequently, we resort again to the partitioning of species according to components to find other species to be inserted. In particular, we find those components containing no species present in the previous phase. These components must contain loops, hence we choose manually some of their species to insert. All other species are assumed absent.
The Model
The model P EGF is made up of 143 species and 80 reactions. It is in the correct form assumed in Section 3.1 and no preprocessing is needed. After performing the components identification procedure, 14 components are identified. On Figure 8 we can see the component interaction graph of P EGF . Each node of the graph is labelled by the intuitive name of the component that we have chosen.
Visually, we can do some simple observations on the component interaction graph. We can identify enzymes like Phosphatase1, Phosphatase2 and Phosphatase3. We can see the first part of the pathway corresponding to the EGF receptor and its interaction with effectors, and its connection to the MAP kinase cascade through the component RasGDP.
Experiments
In this section we exploit the NuSMV model checker to perform some experiments on the model of the EGF pathway. NuSMV includes model checking algorithms that allow fairness constraints to be taken into account. We rely on such algorithms to manage fairness constraints introduced in this paper. Moreover, in order to carry out the projection and encode the resulting abstract pathway in the NuSMV format we have developed a tool (available upon request).
The first experiment is aimed at showing how modular verification could be applied to verify a global property of the pathway, namely that the final product of the pathway is always produced. This can be done in a modular way by proving sub-properties in three different model fragments obtained by projection.
Subsequently, a number of experiments are performed with the aim of showing how the molecular components we identified in the pathway can be used to better understand the pathway dynamics. In particular, we check whether there are some molecular components that are not really necessary to obtain the final product of the pathway. This will be done by applying model checking on models in which molecular components are selectively disabled by setting their initial states to false. Also in this case the modular verification approach is adopted.
In this case study modular verification allows properties to be verified faster than on the complete model. However, modular verification is still not significantly more efficient than verification on the complete model. This is due to the projection operation we are considering at the moment, which is rather rough. In Section 6 we discuss why this modular verification is a promising approach for the analysis of pathways, and how we plan to improve the approach to make it substantially more efficient.
To run the experiment we used NuSMV 2.5.4 on a workstation equipped with an Intel i5 CPU 2.80 Ghz, with 8GB RAM and running Ubuntu GNU/Linux. In order to make verification faster NuSMV was executed in batch mode by enabling dynamic reordering of BDD variables and by disabling the generation of counterexamples.
Modular Verification of a Global Property
The final product of the MAP kinase cascade activated by surface and internalised EGF receptors is species ERK-PP. Since surface and internalised
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The property holds in the complete model and its verification required 260 seconds. By looking at the diagram in Figure 7 we noticed that the pathway could be partitioned in three parts, with two species acting as "gates". These two species are (EGF-EGFR * )2-GAP and Raf * . Hence, we decided to try to apply modular verification by splitting property 1 into the following three sub-properties:
Property (2) states that in all paths of the system a state in which species (EGF-EGFR * )2-GAP is present is eventually reached. Property (3) states that whenever a state is reached in which species (EGF-EGFR * )2-GAP is present, then a state in which Raf * is present is eventually reached. Finally, property (4) states that whenever a state is reached in which species Raf * is present, then a state in which either ERK-PP or ERK-PPi is present is eventually reached. It is easy to see that the conjunction of (2), (3) and (4) implies (1). We considered three projections of the complete model to be used to verify properties (2), (3) and (4), respectively. In particular, from the component interaction graph of the model (shown in Figure 8 ) we extracted the following subsets to be used for projections:
• in order to verify (2) we considered the subset J 1 consisting of components EGF , EGFi , EGFR and GAP ;
• in order to verify (3) we considered the subset J 2 consisting of components EGFR, GAP , Shc, RasGDP , Grb2 and Sos;
• in order to verify (4) we considered the subset J 3 consisting of components RasGDP , Raf , MEK , ERK , Phosphatase1 , Phosphatase2 and Phosphatase3 .
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We obtained that (2), (3) and (4) hold in the abstract semantics of the abstract pathways P J 1 , P J 2 and P J 3 , respectively. Moreover, model checking required less than three seconds for (2), 213 seconds for (3) and less than one second for (4). Overall, modular verification required 217 seconds, that is 43 seconds less than verification on the complete model. Note that the time needed to perform pathway projection over a set of components is negligible.
Reasoning on Molecular Components
As it can be seen in the component interaction graph and in the diagram in Figure 7 , some molecular components are involved in complex interactions. This is true in particular for components EGFR, GAP , RasGDP , Sos, Shc and Grb2 which form a clique in the component interaction graph. We are interested in understanding whether all of these components are really necessary in order to obtain the final products of the pathway. The idea is to test whether the final species are produced when the components of interest are assumed one by one as disabled. Molecular components EGFR and RasGDP are for sure necessary since they connect the clique with the other molecular components of the pathway. Consequently, we focus our analysis on GAP , Sos, Shc and Grb2 . In order to disable a molecular component we consider as absent all of its species in the initial state of the systems. Hence, we consider a set of four (complete) models, each with one of the four components under study disabled. On each model we try to verify property (1): if the property does not hold, then the component that is disabled in such a model is necessary for the pathway; on the other hand, if the property holds, then the component turns out to be not necessary since the products of the pathway can be obtained even without it. The same tests can be also done in a modular way by decomposing the pathway and the property as in Section 5.3.1.
In Table 1 we summarise the property verification results and compare verification times obtained by model checking the complete models and by following the modular approach. The first row of data in the table reports verification results in which no component is disabled (as in Section 5.3.1). The other results show that Shc is not a necessary component, whereas all of the other three are. As previously, the time required by modular verification is smaller than the one required by model checking the complete model. This is true in particular in the case in which GAP is disabled since property (2), the verification of which is very fast, turns out to be false. Note that in the case of modular verification of the models in which GAP , Sos and Grb2 were disabled we needed to verify some additional properties. In particular, in the case of GAP we have that property (2) does not hold in the abstract semantics of P J 1 , and in the cases of Sos and Grb2 property (3) does not hold in the abstract semantics of P J 2 . We remark that our modular verification approach guarantees only that properties proved to hold in a model fragment also hold in the complete model. Nothing can be said, instead, of properties that does not hold in the model fragments. In order to avoid applying model checking on the complete model to check whether these properties hold there, we consider some new properties whose satisfaction in suitable model fragments implies that properties (2) and (3) actually do not hold. In order to prove that (2) is actually false when GAP is disabled we consider the following property:
In order to prove that (3) is actually false when either Sos or Grb2 is disabled we consider the following property:
Note that it is convenient to verify properties (5) and (6) together with (2) and (3), respectively. This avoids spending twice the time needed by the model checker to construct the data structure necessary to perform the verification. In the case of our experiments the construction of such data structures takes usually the 98%-99% of the verification time. Times reported in Table 1 are based on this optimisation.
Discussion and Conclusions
In this paper we presented preliminary results in the development of a modular verification framework for biochemical pathways. We defined a modelling notation for pathways associated with a formal semantics and a notion of fairness that allows the dynamics to be accurately described by avoiding starvation situations among reactions. Moreover, we investigated a notion of molecular component of a pathway and we provided a methodology to infer molecular components from pathways the reactions of which satisfy some assumptions. Molecular components were then used by a projection operation that allows abstract pathways modelling an over-approximation
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of the behaviour of a group of components to be obtained from a pathway model. The fact that a property expressed by means of the ACTL − logic holds in an abstract pathway was shown to imply that they hold also in the complete pathway model. This preservation is at the basis of the modular verification approach which was demonstrated on a well-established model of the EGF pathway.
The results of experiments given in Section 5.3 show that our modular verification approach allows properties to be verified in a shorter time than in the case of verification of the complete pathway model. However, in most of the cases the time saved was relatively small (∼ 15%). We believe that the cause of this limited gain in efficiency is due to the projection operation we are considering at the moment, which is still somewhat rough. Our plan to improve efficiency is to improve the projection operation by including in it minimisation of components. In particular, projection could be used to abstract from some of the model components as it happens now, but also to minimise the remaining components. Minimisation should be aimed at removing from the model all the reactions describing internal changes of the considered components. Indeed, removing internal changes do not affect satisfiability of properties (if the state reached after an internal change is actually not mentioned in the considered property). Minimisation can be obtained by translating a component and its reactions into a finite state automaton, and then by applying a standard minimisation algorithm on it. Minimisation could also be aimed at replacing sequences of reactions with single reactions when they involve more than one component but do not present any branching opportunity in between the sequence (i.e. no other reaction is applicable to the same species in between the sequence). These minimisation operations would allow, for example, to reduce the size of the model of the components constituting the clique in the component interaction graph in Figure 8 . Indeed, most of the reactions involving GAP , Shc, Sos and Grb2 could be probably removed from the model. This would allow for a significant improvement in modular verification efficiency.
In the case study, the choice of splitting the global property into three sub-properties has been crucial since it allowed our modular verification methodology to be successfully applied. In general, finding a set of subproperties suitable for modular verification when possible can be a difficult task. Most real pathways, however, when observed at a very abstract level, show a sequential dynamics in which from initial substrates a sequence of intermediate species are obtained until the final product is produced. During this roughly sequential process there might be some components involved only at the beginning, others only in intermediate stages, and others only at the end. The component interaction graph can help the modeller to identify which molecular components are involved in which stage, and consequently which species are "checkpoints" between subsequent stages. In turn, this can suggest how to split the global property into a set of sub-properties in a way similar to the one we followed, namely by testing with each sub-property the reachability of states in which checkpoint species for stage n are present by assuming that checkpoint species for stage n − 1 have already been produced. We believe that this approach could also be automatised, although it will not be successful for all pathways and for all properties. Indeed, this approach is actually an instantiation of the assume-guarantee paradigm for which automatisations have been proposed [7] .
Moreover, we believe that with more complex and realistic pathways splitting properties into sub-properties will be less needed since often the properties will not be as "global" as in our case study, and there will probably be many components whose contribution to the satisfaction of such properties is limited. In addition, the definition of a finer projection operation could allow property splitting to become less and less necessary.
